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Justice Kennedy’s exit and higher ed
Aldemaro Romero
The recent announcement of
the July 1 retirement of Associate Justice to the U.S. Supreme
Court Anthony M. Kennedy has
already created a political storm
about many issues ranging from
reproductive rights to LGBTQ
issues. What effects can we
expect on higher education from
his departure and the potential
appointment of a new justice by
President Trump? Plenty. Let’s
begin by examining those decisions in which Kennedy participated that directly affected colleges and universities.
Affirmative Action has always
been a bone of contention
between conservative and liberal
justices on the court. For one
thing, liberals see the concept –
first established by an executive
order from President John F. Kennedy in 1962 – as a way to bridge
societal inequalities, including
access to education. In fact, not
long ago many colleges and universities discriminated against
non-whites, non-Christians,
and women in their admission
processes. Conservatives have
argued that affirmative action
policies represent “reverse discrimination” against whites, and,
therefore, should not be used,
particularly when it came to
establishing quotas.

In this matter, Kennedy’s
opinions seem to have evolved.
For example, in the 2003 court’s
ruling in Grutter v. Bollinger that
upheld race-conscious admissions at the University of Michigan Law School, he dissented.
However, in the 2016 decision in
Fisher v. University of Texas at
Austin (a decision he wrote) he
sided with the liberal faction that
supported not only the idea of
using race as a factor in admissions, but also gave deference to
the autonomy of institutions to
make those admissions policies.
Although there is a tradition
of not reversing well-established
precedents, political observers
believe that a new conservative
majority will be tempted to do
so. That will certainly be the
case if Kennedy’s replacement
happens to be an activist, conservative justice. In the last few
weeks the Justice Department
has launched an investigation
into alleged racial discrimination against Asian-American
applicants by Harvard University, which signals yet another
attempt to dismantle the very
concept of affirmative action.
Another hot issue on college
campuses lately has been that of
free speech. Conservatives have
been arguing that hostile policies

and practices against right-wing
speakers on campuses is a violation of their freedom of speech
rights. In the 2010 ruling on Hastings Christian Society Fellowship
v. Martinez, Kennedy joined the
court’s four liberal justices in
finding that the University of
California’s Hastings College of
Law had not violated the First
Amendment in denying official
recognition to a Christian student
group that effectively excluded
gay students from membership.
The law school requires that all
official student groups be open
to all.
Kennedy also wrote the majority opinion in the 2006 case
Garcetti v. Ceballos, in which the
court ruled that public employees could be disciplined for
speech made while carrying out
their official duties. This case was
brought to court by the plaintiff
Richard Ceballos, who had been
a deputy district attorney in Los
Angeles County since 1989 and
who argued that he had been
passed up for a promotion for
criticizing the legitimacy of a
warrant. Kennedy sided with the
conservatives in this 5-4 decision.
Although this ruling seems
on the surface to be irrelevant to
higher education, it is not. Think
about faculty members at public
institutions who express opinions that can be considered as
“offensive” or “unorthodox,” or

that express controversial ideas?
If faculty members were to be
disciplined for doing so, part of
the disciplinary actions against
them could be dismissal (even
if they have tenure), which is a
direct violation of one of the most
important principles in higher
education: academic freedom.
Although no specific case
dealing with academic freedom
has yet to be brought to the U.S.
Supreme Court, the Garcetti
v Ceballos case could be used
by a more conservative court
as a basis to allow punishment
of controversial faculty members because of their opinions
expressed either in the classroom
or in a more public forum.
In the two latest decisions by
the court – upholding Trump’s
travel ban (Trump v. Hawaii)
and striking down mandatory
membership fees for public sectors unions (Janus v. American
Federation of State, County, and
Municipal Employees Council)
– Kennedy sided with the conservatives in these 5-4 decisions.
The first decision will impact
further the enrollment of international students (whose numbers have been declining since
Trump was elected president),
which in turn affects colleges
and universities that need that
tuition money to survive. These
institutions, mostly because of
diminishing demographics, need

international students to make
up for fewer U.S. students enrolling in an environment in which
public institutions are receiving
less and less support from the
government.
The second decision means
that faculty at public institutions
will see weakened unions to represent them in negotiations with
university administration.
Based on all of the above it is
clear that Kennedy’s departure
and his likely replacement by a
more conservative justice poses a
more dire future to higher education in this country. Although it
is too early to tell, this may be a
pivotal moment in the history
of American higher education
because it can affect in dramatic
ways and for decades to come
three essential pillars of colleges
and universities as institutions:
access to higher education, freedom of speech on campuses, and
the most solid tradition of all in
academia, freedom of inquiry,
a tradition whose history dates
back to the medieval ages when
faculty members were protected
from backlash for their intellectual works.
Dr. Aldemaro Romero Jr. is a
writer and college professor with
leadership experience in higher education. He can be contacted through
his website at: http://www.aromerojr.
net
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Celebrating independence

Heath Reising/For the Intelligencer

Multiple shells burst over the American Legion Saturday night during the annual Edwardsville
fireworks display. Those seeking my fireworks thrills may travel to Alton’s river front for a display at
9:15 p.m. Tuesday.
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In April, trustees
approved the appointment of Kevin J. Tellor as
the court’s adjudication
officer.
Tellor is a resident
of Glen Carbon and
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which would take place in
Boston at the end of May.
The competition consisted
of two divisions – classical and musical theater.
A total of 1,500 people in
both divisions combined
had made it to the second
round.
The two divisions were
further broken down
into skill levels. Gabriel
competed in the pre-professional/emerging professionals division which
consisted of students to
adults aged 18 to 32.
Gabriel traveled to Boston where she spent five
days at the competition.
The first day she competed by singing two songs
which were different
from her audition video.
“I gave them my resume
and hoped for the best,”
she said.
Two days later she
found out that she had
advanced with 17 others
to the semi-final round.
“So it was a big drop
which I was not expecting it to be that small nor
was I expecting my name
to even be on the list. So
it was really exciting and
I kind of freaked out for
a little bit… had to really

serves as an assistant
state’s attorney for Jersey
County.
Once established, two
Glen Carbon Police officers and the adjudication
officer will hold the court
twice monthly.
Currently individuals
who have been issued
an ordinance violation
are placed on the docket

at the Madison County
Courthouse.
Under the new municipal court, those in violation of ordinances who
have been given a notice
to appear will have their
case heard in the community room at the Glen
Carbon Police Station.
In addition to a more
convenient way to handle

ordinance violations, village officials say there
will be cost savings by not
having to pay the village
attorney to attend the
court proceedings at the
courthouse.
Link said the goal is not
to collect fines but mediate the violations.
The court is expected to
begin sometime in July.

focus and pull myself
together. But yeah, it
was awesome,” Gabriel
recalled.
The 18 finalists competed one-by-one singing
a single song in front of
a panel of four judges.
“I remember going into
my audition, I was nervous definitely, but I also
knew just to get that far
I was so grateful already
and honestly surprised
just because I knew that
considering my division
was 18 to 32, I was probably one of the youngest
to advance. It kind of just
blew my mind a little bit,”
she said.
“There was a guy who
auditioned right after
me. He was 32. One of
the oldest competitors. In
my head I was like, ‘Oh
my goodness, this guy
is going after me, there’s
no way I’m going to
advance,’” she added.
Gabriel found out
that evening that the 18
semi-finalists had been
whittled down to three
for the finals, and that she
had not made the final
cut. “I can’t express how
grateful I was to have
the opportunity and to
have my teacher at Millikin show me something
like that. I was basically
giving it my all but not
expecting anything, and
the fact that I made it that

far was awesome to say
the least. If I had moved
on it would have been
awesome but out of the
people that were there,
especially internationally,
the amount of talent was
insane.”
Gabriel felt like the
experience had helped
her grow as a musician.
“Not only in confidence
in myself for getting that
far in something that
big, but also a reality
check that there’s a ton of
people out there that are
extremely talented,” she
emphasized.
“It was one of those
opportunities that when I
got home it gave me that
mentality that I’m going
to keep pushing and
working at this because of
the success that I got but
also the success that I saw
through other people – I
want to be them. It was
awesome. It was a really
good experience,” Gabriel
stressed.
She’s now back home
working as a worship
intern at Metro Community Church where
she’s learning more about
Christian music production since her dream is to
be a Christian recording
artist.
“That’s the dream,
but I also know that the
chances of that happening are going to be pretty

slim because music is not
an easy thing to go into
to, and I’m fully aware of
that,” Gabriel said. “I’m
going to work as hard as I
can to get to where I want
to be, but If it doesn’t
work out, I’m minoring in
business and the entrepreneurial side of business
so that if the performance
side of music doesn’t
work out, I can also see
myself doing music business of any kind.”
Gabriel also credited
Dr. Moniz with inspiring her to open her eyes
to other opportunities.
“He told me even though
I want to go into one
specific genre, perhaps
that right now when it
comes to the music world,
knowing as much as you
can and being open to
as much as you can and
stretching your mind
and your abilities and
your genres as much as
you can will only benefit
you,” she said. “So that’s
kind of my mindset right
now. I’m just going to
take as many opportunities as I can and each one
will build me as an artist,
strengthen my skills…
learn new things. Yeah,
I’m excited to dive into
that part of being more
versatile and seeing what
really draws me instead
of just what I thought I
wanted.”

property to receive a special use R1 designation.
However, the school closed down in May of 2017,
which meant that property is no longer in compliance with the zoning laws.
Complicating matters was the fact that when Alvereita’s was put up for sale and officials conducted
a walk-through, they learned that the school had
closed. Fudge says she didn’t realize at the time
that the city officials were unaware the school had
closed.
One reason Risavy favored the zoning change is
that “Mrs. Fudge is the one who brought the problem to our attention,” he said at the council meeting. Even those who argued against the proposal,
he said, acknowledge that Fudge has been a model
neighbor over the years.
“I understand we have ordinances that say she
can’t have a business at her location but sometimes
as aldermen we have to look past ordinances and
requirements and make a decision based on what we
feel is right,” he said.
Alderman SJ Morrison told his colleagues at the
meeting that the sale of Alvereita’s would be contingent on it being rezoned B2. “That’s a very broad
designation and allows a wide array of commercial uses,” Morrison said. “I just don’t think that’s
appropriate for the neighborhood.”
Indeed, neighbors have voiced concerns that the
property will be sold and bring in a new business
that would bring more noise and traffic to Kansas
Street. “I’ve heard so many times about a gas station, and then I heard about pole dancers,” Fudge
said recently. “Get real.”
While a gas station seems an unlikely fit for the
property, Morrison feels that “once it’s rezoned it
can be torn down and anything can be built there.”
You need only look a block north, he said, to see that
once a B2 zoning designation gains a foothold in a
nice residential block, each house – house-by-house
– falls like dominoes. “They become parking lots or
small businesses, and the street is destroyed.”
Alderman Will Krause said he doubts that many
residents object to having a hair salon in their neighborhood. “The concern is that once this zoning classification is changed, what other types of businesses
could come that might not fit the development pattern that we may want to see within that neighborhood?”
A review of the city’s zoning codes recently found
several other neighborhoods in Edwardsville with
a similar situation to South Kansas Street. How can
we create a zoning classification that can encompass
the diversity of the neighborhood? Krause asked.
“A place where you can have a corner hair salon
with some residences, with some small condos and
apartments mixed in. Our task now is to find that.
Because if we just keep moving one parcel in and
another parcel in, that’s not a good step to complement this zoning. That doesn’t give anyone in that
neighborhood a clear vision about how it is going
to develop outward in the next 10 or 15 years. And I
think that’s what everyone wants.”
The council needs to “create a new law that will
allow for a business like Alvereita’s to continue to
do business.” At the moment, he added, there is no
such law.
Alderman Chris Farrar acknowledged that residents are right to be leery that a new business might
come in and replace Alvereita’s. But changing the
zoning classification would result in the beauticians
losing their jobs.
“I just can’t fathom that we can’t allow it to be
the way it is now until we get our ducks in a row.”
Following an ordinance is important, he said, but
Alvereita’s is a special case and should be treated as
such.
The appropriate thing to do, Morrison said, is to
disallow the zoning change and instead come up
with “a right zoning that fits not just this location
but locations like this that are mixed use, that are on
the fringes of neighborhoods that are more appropriate for the residents and neighbors.”
When the vote was finally taken, Art Risavy, Janet
Stack and Chris Farrar voted in favor of allowing
Alvereita’s to change its zoning from R1 single residential to B2 Commercial District. SJ Morrison, Will
Krause, Jack Burns and Craig Louer voted against it.

